
MODEL 2018 18-BIKE PARKING RACK
Owner's Manual (Double-Sided)

Heavy duty 16-guage steel tubing

Fully welded and galvanized

Dimensions:  116" L x 37.7" W x 30.9" H

Capacity:  18 full-size bicycles (double side)
Shipping Weight:  95 Lbs

Packing:  Cardboard box

Meets UPS/FEDEX ground shipping requirements

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS:
This rack is specially designed with modular grids for easy
packing and shipping.  The grids and the 57.8" poles are connected
using connector brackets as shown in the picture.
 

Note:  You may need someone to assist you by holding the grid 
while connecting them to the side tubes.

1. Attach two 57.8" pole and one grid to one side tube.  Repeat
this for the second grid, poles, and side tube.  Note that 60mm bottom
bolts for side tubes do not need any nuts.  The side-tubes are pre-threaded.

2. Attach each side to the connector brackets.

3.   Tighten the bolts and insert the plastic end plugs.

LIMITED WARRANTY

Husky bicycle parking racks are warranted to be free from defects in 

material and workmanship for a period of five years (5-years) from date

of purchase.  Proof of original retail purchase is required on all warranty

claims.

This warranty does not cover normal wear and tear, damage or dents,

exposure to corrosive chemicals, or misuse.  This warranty is limited to

replacement of all or parts of the bicycle rack as sole remedy and in no

event Husky or HLF Distributing, Inc. shall be liable for any incidental

or consequential damages, losses, or expenses.

Please contact Husky Bicycles at (800) 392-3337 if you have any questions.

Content:      Qty

57.8" x 30.9" 9-Bike Grid    2
End-piece bent tubes    2
58" steel base tube     4    
Bottom connector bracket    1
Top connector bracket    1
M10-95mm grid top bolts &16mm nuts  2
M10-60mm bottom bolts (no nuts)  6
M10-60mm connector bolts & 16mm nuts 8
Plastic end caps     8


